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Jonathon Hornedo’s Landscapes are a group of paintings of sculptures in landscapes arranged in a
still-life kind of way. They were made in late 2010 to 2011 and are forty-five inches wide and sixty-three
inches high and made with oil paint on kozo paper adhered to handmade Canvas Panels with archival
PVA. The sculptural arrangements are lit and staged in a loose, easy manner. Painted with care and style
on a life-sized scale, the Landscapes emphasize what they feel like to look at.
Now showing together for the first time are six of twelve paintings. These paintings are stylized
descriptions of real sculptural events posing in an unfamiliar but possible world. They will be installed at
PØST, a non-profit artist-run gallery in Downtown Los Angeles. When Tyler Waxman, the curator of
this show, asked Hornedo how the paintings are hung Hornedo said you just use two long drywall screws.
Since they are all the same size, he went on to say, they’ll be a snap to install and deinstall, which is great
because this show is only a one night thing for PØST’s Kamikazi series.
The new episode of Rated PG, a radio project by Anthony Bodlović and Jonathon Hornedo, will also be
debuting. In their ninth episode called “Legalize This”, Anthony and Jonathon hit the road for an
unknown length of time to evade law enforcement for stealing tapes from the KPFK archive. Although
charmed by the American landscape, the pressure mounts when it becomes unclear to Hornedo whether
he’ll make it back to Los Angeles in time for his big solo show.
Edition Popcorn by Sara Chao.

For any further inquiry please email at pretendgallery@gmail.com
or call (562) 822-8564
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Jonathon Hornedo released his debut album of twelve paintings called What's Knew in 2016 with Art
Catalogues at LACMA. He received a BA from UCLA in 2010. Born in Long Beach, CA in 1982. He
lives and works in Los Angeles.
Anthony Bodlović is a Los Angeles based performance artist and practicing art therapist. A hybrid of
therapy and ethnography, his work focuses on cultural narratives and how they endure around, in, and
through the body. He has participated in group shows in Los Angeles and Berlin. In addition, he recently
completed his PhD in Culture and Performance Studies at UCLA.
Sara Chao is an installation artist, L.A. native, and third-generation American. Her practice draws on the
ephermality of dail life. As such, she is extremely pleased to present this popcorn experience to you.
Rated PG is a radio project by Anthony Bodlović and Jonathon Hornedo. Their first episode debuted with
KCHUNG 1630AM for Current LA, Los Angeles’ public art biennial. It aired on KPFK 90.7FM from
November 2016 to February 2017. They also performed in front of a live audience at Club Pro in Los
Angeles for Gong Show and won “Sexiest Performance.”
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